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 2 your favorite program is microsoft windows windows you can't buy what you can't sell right? then you could also look at the
next phone market it's not too late to change companies your phone works well with windows oh and you already own the

key...this is your last and final warning ----------------------- by: Keith 5/8/2011 3:31:43 PM PS: since you can't understand my
english, it means that you are an a**hole who should be kicked out of a bar. ----------------------- by: Aaron 5/8/2011 3:34:22 PM

You've never tried to sell me anything, and I've definitely never tried to buy anything from you. Good luck selling stuff if you
still have one after this post. ----------------------- by: Ned 5/8/2011 3:36:04 PM ditto ----------------------- by: big ned 5/8/2011

3:36:56 PM ----------------------- by: Ned 5/8/2011 3:38:09 PM windows vista is definitely a selling point, and it's
free...win8...really? ----------------------- by: big ned 5/8/2011 3:39:20 PM probably not, but I haven't seen it as good. PS: you

can't learn until you sell ----------------------- by: big ned 5/8/2011 3:39:22 PM PS: Windows Vista = must have
----------------------- by: Keith 5/8/2011 3:40:12 PM nice move Ned...don't mean to be an ass but since you can't communicate

my english, you're a turd who should be kicked out of a bar. ----------------------- by: big ned 5/8/2011 3:40:45 PM gawd
----------------------- by: big ned 5/8/2011 3:40:53 PM PS: no, I can communicate your English, it's perfectly fine. But it's not my
English, it's whatever your computer thinks it is. Not that I don't want to learn my own language, but your computer can't. Not to

mention my 82157476af
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